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Sean T. Malone 
Attorney at Law  

259 E. Fifth Ave.,         Tel. (303) 859-0403 
Suite 200-C         Fax (650) 471-7366 
Eugene, OR 97401       seanmalone8@hotmail.com 
 
 
May 27, 2021 
 
Via Email 
 
Tillamook County Planning Commission 
c/o Melissa Jenck 
Tillamook County Department of Community Development 
1510-B Third Street 
Tillamook, OR 97141 
 
mjenck@co.tillamook.or.us, sabsher@co.tillamook.or.us 
 
        

Re: Oregon Coast Alliance testimony for a request for an exception to Goal 18, #851-21-
000086 
 
Dear Members of the Planning Commission, 
 
On behalf of Oregon Coast Alliance (ORCA), please accept this testimony for requested 

goal exception to Goal 18 for the installation of a beachfront protective structure (rip rap 
revetment along roughly 880 feet) within an active eroding foredune east of the line of 
established vegetation in the Coastal High Hazard (VE) zone, an Area of Special Flood Hazard 
within the Flood Hazard Overlay Zone.  The subject properties are Lots 11-20 of the Pine Beach 
Replat Unit #1, designated as Tax Lots 114 through 123, of Section 7DD, and Tax Lots 3000, 
3100, 3104, 3203, and 3204 of Section 7DA all in Township 1 North, Range 10 West of the 
Willamette Meridian, Tillamook County, Oregon.   

Goal 18 intends “to conserve, protect, where appropriate develop, and appropriate restore 
the resources and benefits of the coastal beach and dune areas.”   Goal 18 places a limitation on 
permits for beachfront protective structures when the development exists after a date-certain: 

“Permits for beachfront protective structures shall be issued only where development 
existed on January 1, 1977. Local comprehensive plans shall identify areas where 
development existed on January 1, 1977. For the purposes of this requirement and 
Implementation Requirement 7 ‘development’ means houses, commercial and industrial 
buildings, and vacant subdivision lots which are physically improved through 
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construction of streets and provision of utilities to the lot and includes areas where an 
exception to (2) above has been approved.” 

Goal 18, Implementation Requirement 5.  The subdivision at issue was first platted after 1977 
and no development occurred prior to 1977.  As noted in the staff report, this property is one 
where “development did not exist[] … on January 1, 1977[.]”  Staff Report at 4.1  Because of 
this, an exception is necessary to place any beachfront protective structures.  Moreover, because 
the area at issue in this application is not part of an exception area to Goal 18, a goal exception is 
necessary.  Because a “committed” exception is focused on adjacent uses, and the applicant does 
not rely on adjacent uses, a “committed” exception is not applicable.  Therefore, a reasons 
exception process is the applicant’s only path forward, even though an approval is foreclosed on 
that basis as well. 

 Any request for an exception faces a high bar.  The criteria for a “reasons” exception are 
found in OAR 660-004-0020(2).2  

																																																													
1 ORCA also agrees that “the development was not in existence on any of the subject properties 
on January 1, 1977, that creation of the properties alone does not meet the definition of 
development under Goal 18 and concurs with the determination reflected on the Coastal Atlas 
Map.  Evidence from the agencies and records identified above confirms development as defined 
above and which requires more than simply the creation of the lots/parcels occurred after January 
1, 1977.”  Staff Report, Page 4.  
2 (2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking an exception to 
2 (2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required to be addressed when taking an exception to 
a goal are described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, including general requirements 
applicable to each of the factors: 
 

(a) "Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable goals should not 
apply." The exception shall set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for 
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should not apply to specific properties 
or situations, including the amount of land for the use being planned and why the use 
requires a location on resource land; 

 
(b) "Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use". 
The exception must meet the following requirements: 

 
(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or otherwise describe the location of 
possible alternative areas considered for the use that do not require a new 
exception. The area for which the exception is taken shall be identified; 
 
(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary to discuss why 
other areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate 
the proposed use. Economic factors may be considered along with other relevant 
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factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in other 
areas. Under this test the following questions shall be addressed: 

 
(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on nonresource 
land that would not require an exception, including increasing the density 
of uses on nonresource land? If not, why not? 

 
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on resource land 
that is already irrevocably committed to nonresource uses not allowed by 
the applicable Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated 
communities, or by increasing the density of uses on committed lands? If 
not, why not? 

 
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated inside an urban 
growth boundary? If not, why not? 

 
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated without the 
provision of a proposed public facility or service? If not, why not? 

 
(C) The “alternative areas” standard in paragraph B may be met by a broad review 
of similar types of areas rather than a review of specific alternative sites. Initially, 
a local government adopting an exception need assess only whether those similar 
types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use. 
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local government taking an 
exception unless another party to the local proceeding describes specific sites that 
can more reasonably accommodate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of 
specific alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are specifically 
described, with facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by 
another party during the local exceptions proceeding. 
 

(c) “The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences resulting 
from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are 
not significantly more adverse than would typically result from the same proposal being 
located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the proposed site.” The exception 
shall describe: the characteristics of each alternative area considered by the jurisdiction in 
which an exception might be taken, the typical advantages and disadvantages of using the 
area for a use not allowed by the Goal, and the typical positive and negative 
consequences resulting from the use at the proposed site with measures designed to 
reduce adverse impacts. A detailed evaluation of specific alternative sites is not required 
unless such sites are specifically described with facts to support the assertion that the sites 
have significantly fewer adverse impacts during the local exceptions proceeding. The 
exception shall include the reasons why the consequences of the use at the chosen site are 
not significantly more adverse than would typically result from the same proposal being 
located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the proposed site. Such reasons 
shall include but are not limited to a description of: the facts used to determine which 
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The applicant alleges that the public water and sewer systems that provide serve to the 
properties would be threatened, as well as the integrity of the systems themselves.  This 
obviously proves too much.  If ever these were threatened, they could be shut off or even 
removed. There is no evidence that the beach would be contaminated prior to some remedial 
action.   

 The applicant’s focus on the particular design at issue here is irrelevant.  Rather, it is the 
broader issue – whether a protective structure is allowed at all.  The siting and design of the 
protective structure is another matter.      

The applicant has not sufficiently presented alternatives that would not require a goal 
exception.  Only through an analysis of alternatives can the applicant demonstrate that a goal 
exception is necessary.  The applicant has also not demonstrated a particularly unique need for 
the proposed exception.  Eroding shores are common throughout Oregon and the general area.  If 
all eroding shorelands are eligible for a protective structure, then Goal 18 has simply become 
superfluous and nothing about this property is unique.  The applicant must demonstrate that this 
area is somehow different than other areas where shoreline armoring is not permitted.  Moreover, 
the applicant must demonstrate alternatives to the use of a protective structure. 

 Consistent with the purpose of Goal 18 the applicant must address the impacts of 
additional shoreline armoring on the beach, access to the beach, and adjacent or nearby 
properties.  These are “relevant factors,” and the application, at this point, fails to address these 
impacts.  For example, the use of riprap would affect other, non-armored areas of the cell.  The 
applicant has not presented an analysis of these impacts, and, instead, presents a narrow view, 
one where “[t]he only ‘relevant factors’ to consider in this ‘reasons’ exception are the specific 
exception area as defined, and the above-cited specific characteristics of a beachfront protective 
structure that require its shoreline location on the subject properties.”  The applicant has failed to 
consider the effect of the exception on surrounding properties; nor has the applicant considered 
the unique circumstance of the property directly to its north: Shorewood RV Park.  

																																																																																																																																																																																																				
resource land is least productive, the ability to sustain resource uses near the proposed 
use, and the long-term economic impact on the general area caused by irreversible 
removal of the land from the resource base. Other possible impacts to be addressed 
include the effects of the proposed use on the water table, on the costs of improving roads 
and on the costs to special service districts; 

 
(d) "The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered 
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.” The exception shall describe how 
the proposed use will be rendered compatible with adjacent land uses. The exception 
shall demonstrate that the proposed use is situated in such a manner as to be compatible 
with surrounding natural resources and resource management or production practices. 
"Compatible" is not intended as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse 
impacts of any type with adjacent uses.”	
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 Built before 1977, Shorewood is eligible for shoreline armoring under Goal 18. 
Shorewood received, from the Division of State Lands, an initial emergency authorization for 
riprap on March 8, 1999, following the erosion caused by the El Niño year of 1997-98. The DSL 
authorization wrongly relies on a statement from the City of Rockaway Beach that Shorewood’s 
emergency permit “qualifies for stabilization under the City’s comprehensive land use plan and, 
specifically, Statewide Planning Goal 18, as addressed in the plan.” Shorewood is not in the city 
limits of Rockaway Beach, and the city had no authority or jurisdiction over Shorewood. The 
Tillamook County permit for the 1999 emergency riprap (issued September 30, 1999) properly 
indicates that Shorewood is part of the unincorporated Twin Rocks community. It does not 
appear in research thus far that Shorewood has ever been issued a permanent riprap permit by 
any agency of either the state or the county. ORCA has only been able to locate an Oregon Parks 
Department repair permit, dated July 22, 2003, for the original emergency riprap structure.  See 
attachments to the testimony. 

 The riprap at Shorewood has caused significant erosion around the structure over the 
twenty-two years since it was authorized as an emergency placement. Especially as it apparently 
has never been finalized as a permanent structure, it is appropriate to take notice of the damage 
to beach integrity it has caused in the immediate area, as there is little to no other riprap in the 
vicinity. This erosion damage is precisely what Goal 18 seeks to prevent in all unnecessary 
situations, such as this Pine beach proposal. 

 But the applicants’ failure to address the relevant Goal 18 factors goes yet deeper. 
The applicants’ proposal repeatedly refers to 1994 as the date from which to judge the state of 
the shoreline. But the first houses were built on the oceanfront lots in 1997 – the same year as the 
strong El Niño year of 1997-98 impacted the area, and caused the first relatively recent pulse of 
erosion. Other houses were built after two subsequent El Niño events caused some further 
erosion – noticeable but not of emergency proportions. In other words, the applicants’ reliance 
on steady accretion of the beach for 70 years as a ground for now allowing a Goal 18 exception 
is misplaced. There is a regular recurring cycle of sand shifts, normal in every littoral cell, and 
these are irrelevant for any discussion of a Goal 18 exception. The applicants have failed to carry 
their burden showing that circumstances exist that would compel an exception. 

 Additionally, the applicant is wrong to allege that no resource land is being used for the 
proposed shoreline protection.  The properties are subject to Goal 17 and 18, and, therefore, the 
proposed protective structure is resource land.  The applicant must consider other alternatives 
that would not require an exception on the subject property i.e., on resource land.    

The proposed ESEE analysis is also deficient.  For the environmental considerations, the 
applicant alleges that the structure was “designed to reduce adverse impacts” but then fails to 
explain the expected impacts.  Even if it is assumed that the allegation is correct, some degree of 
impact is conceded.  It is incumbent upon the applicant to address those impacts.  The applicant  
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essentially threatens the possibility of loss of homes and detritus after years of erosion with the 
certainty of riprap.  The ESEE analysis must present a straightforward analysis of the impacts, 
not a skewed version of merely “addressing” the impacts by a request for riprap. 

It is relevant to an ESEE analysis that as of 2015, 64 percent of the 9.5 km of shoreline 
between Tillamook Bay north jetty and Nehalem south jetty is eligible under Goal 18 for beach 
armoring, but contains only 2.6 km of existing armoring. This is only 27.4 percent of the entire 
shoreline in this stretch. In other words, the primary purpose of the Goal 18 restriction on 
armoring, which is to prevent further erosion of the shoreline, can easily be upheld. The 
shoreline in the area is subject to a low percentage of armoring, even of those properties eligible, 
and is in a largely natural condition, showing little erosion other than regular cycles of sand 
movement. Granting a Goal 18 exception to Pine Beach would disrupt natural cycles, fly in the 
face of the required alternatives analysis and an analysis of actual shoreline conditions. However, 
the applicant did not include discussion of existing regional shoreline armoring, and its relevance 
in Goal 18 implementation, in its ESEE analysis. 

The economic analysis is likewise deficient.  It fails to acknowledge the economic 
impacts to other properties.  The applicant focuses almost exclusively on the value of the existing 
homes and the possibility of damage to water and sewer facilities.  The notion that remedial 
action would not occur for such facilities is far-fetched, not to mention other, less drastic 
solutions to any future problems.     

The applicant also includes four vacant oceanfront lots within the proposed exception 
area.  There is no demonstrated reason for the inclusion of these properties, as the alleged threats 
are not present on vacant land.   

ORCA adopts by reference the analysis of DLCD, including the statement that “this 
application contains problematic and missing analyses.  Therefore, DLCD recommends that the 
County deny the goal exception request.”  DLCD letter, May 19, 2021, Page 5 (emphasis in 
original).     

 For the above reasons, the application must be denied because it fails in several respects 
to satisfy the requirements for a Goal 18 reasons exception.   
 

ORCA requests that the record remain open for new evidence and testimony for a period 
not less than seven days, and that the hearing be continued to a date certain. 
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Sincerely, 

 

Sean T. Malone 
Attorney for Oregon Coast Alliance 

Cc: 
Client 



X)re^o Division of State Lands

775 Summer Street NE

Salem, OR 97310-1337John A. Kitzhaber.M.D.. Governor (5Q3) 373.3305
FAX (503) 378-4844

March 8,1999 tty (503) 378-4615

State Land Board

JV02SP-16876 J°hn A- Kitzhaber

ROGERAND SUE NIEMI Governor
SHOREWOOD TRAVEL TRAILER VILLAGE Phil Keislins
17600 OCEAN BLVD Secretary of State
ROCKAWAY BEACH OR 97136 Cf f TJ,mH,u

State Treasurer

RE: EMERGENCY AUTHORIZATION FOR REMOVAL AND/OR FILL OF
MATERIAL IN WATERS OF THE STATE

THIS AUTHORIZATION EXPIRES ON March 31.1999

♦ DSL Project No. SP-16876
♦ Pacific Ocean, Tillamook County

Section 7, Township 1N, Range 10W; Tax Lot 2301, 2400, 2500, 2600

... . /4/-/0U/- 1 hb
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Niemi: '

This is not a permit. This letter is an authorization for emergency purposes only.
An emergency is defined in Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR 141-85-010 {6}) as
"...circumstances which present an immediate and direct threat to public health, safety
and/orwelfare." Emergency letters of authorization may be issued to protectexisting
structures under immediate threat by flood or storm waters.

You requested authorization to place quarry rock on the above listed tax lot fronting the
Pacific Ocean at Rockaway Beach, Oregon. The shoreline has experienced
accelerated erosion in recent days, threatening the mobile home park and associated
utilities. The site was inspected bythe Division of State Lands on February 19,1999,
and emergency repair was found to bejustified. Riprap shall be installed as depicted in
Figure 1,which parallels thewest border of theaccess road. The rock revetment shall
be toe trenched and be no higher than 4 feet above the existing road elevation. A
maximum of 700 cubic yards of material shall be placed and covered with sand after
construction. Yourrequest has been approved as an emergency authorization under
ORS 196.810 (4).

The City of Rockaway Beach has stated that the affected properties were developed
prior to January 1,1977, and that the emergency work qualifies for stabilization under
the City's comprehensive land use plan and, specifically, Statewide Planning Goal 18,



State Project No. SP-1^\ 'j
Page 2 of 3
March 8,1999

as addressed in the plan. In the performance of the emergency work by you and/or
contractors, the following conditions shall be followed:

1. The project shall be in conformance with the above description and the attached
drawings unless the Permittees obtain prior written approval from the Division of
State Lands (DSL).

2. Shore Pine (Pinus Contorta) salal and other native vegetation shall be planted east
of the riprap in the old roadway to reestablish shoreline vegetation.

3. The work authorized by this emergency permit must be completed on or before
March 31,1999, unless otherwise authorized by the Division of State Lands. No
additional repairs shall be made after thatdate without an amendment to this permit,
a new permit, or other written authorization from DSL.

4. Permittee shall agree to indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the State of
Oregon, the Oregon Parks and Recreation Commission, OPRD, DSL, and their
respective members, officers, agents and employees from anyclaim, suit, action or
activity undertaken under the authorization, including without limitation, DSL's
approval ofthe authorization orany action taken by DSL or its employees oragents.

5. This authorization is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other governmental permit
or approval that may be required under applicable federal, state or local laws.
Permittees and Permittee's employees, agents and contractors agree to comply with
all applicable federal, stateorlocal laws in the performance ofany work undertaken
under the Permit. In no event shall the issuance of the Permit be construed as a
sale, lease, granting ofany easementor any form ofconveyance ofthe state
recreational area, ocean shore or submerged lands.

6. Permittees represent and warrant that they are the owners ofthe properties shown
on Tillamook County Assessor's Map 1N10W7DA as tax lots 2301, 2400, 2500 and
2600 and have the authority to execute this document.

7. This authorization is revocable at any time at the sole discretion of DSL. Without
limiting thegenerality ofthe foregoing, in theevent that you oryour contractor is in
violation ofanyterm or condition ofthe authorization, DSL may revoke the
authorization and remove or require the immediate removal of any fill, rock, or riprap
structure or works placed on the shoreline.

8. This emergency authorization is issued based on the understanding that it does not
supersedethe City ofRockaway Beach requirements for an after-the-fact
Development Permit if required.



State Project No. SP-11 6 RECEIVED
Page 3 of 3

March 8,1999 MAR 2 2 I999

^§s; South Beach Oiiico

Any additional removal-fill work required after completion of the emergency work
may require a permit from the Division of State Lands.

For Disaster Recovery Assistance, victims need to apply through the National
Teleregistration Center at 1-800-462-9029ATTY 1-800-462-7585.

Please be aware that you must also receive authorization, when required, from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers before beginning construction (Dale Haslem, 503-808-4389).

If you have any questions regarding this authorization or its conditions, please contact
me at (503) 378-3805 extension 244.

Sincerely,

Earle A. John;

Western Region Manager
Field Operations

attachmentAwest\emergencies\SP-16876.doc

Enclosure - Figure 1

c: John Johnson, Oregon Department of Fish &Wildlife
Dale Haslem, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Nan Evans, Oregon Parks and Recreation Dept.
Tammy Metherell, Oregon Parks and Recreation Dept.
Steve Williams, Oregon Parks and Recreation Dept.
Joanne L. Dickinson, City of Rockaway Beach
Ron Larson, HLB &Associates, Inc., PO Box 219, Manzanita OR 97130
Mohler Sand & Gravel Co., 36435 Hwy 101 N, Nehalem OR 97131
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JefTTarm

Ocean Shores Program Manager

Cc: Governor's Office

63400-0865

Oregon
Theodore R. Kulongoski, Governor

September 7, 2007

Chuck Barrett

1750 4th St NE
Salem, OR 97301

RE: Shorewood Travel Trailer Village

Dear Mr. Barrett,

Thank you for sharing your concerns regarding the current beach conditions in the Twin Rocks area
just north of Garibaldi.

The subject property received an Emergency Authorization allowing the owner to place approximately
700 cubic yards of material under Project # SP-16876 from the Division of State Lands (DSL) on March
8,1999. They conducted a site inspection on February 19,1999 confirming the emergency need due
to coastal erosion.

As an outcome of the 1999 Legislative Assembly, Senate Bill 11 transferred all permitting authority
under statute and rule on the ocean shore to Oregon Parks and Recreation Department. All
subsequent repairs to the structure authorized by our agency are not given allowances to increase their
existing footprint outside of the original approval by DSL. This permit condition precludes the property
owner from extending the structure further west so as not to further impede recreational access along
the ocean shore.

This past winter, a rip embayment located just west of the subject property has certainly exacerbated
the erosion issue and contributed to the loss of beach sand you mention that has restricted north-south
access. Significant erosion was created this past spring to the three adjoining properties to the north of
the subject property to which our agency gave emergency permit approval to place riprap. These
owners are now seeking an Ocean Shore Alteration Permit from our agency as required by law. The
request for a publichearing you mentioned ended on September 6, 2007.

We share your concern with the current beach profile in this area and will continue to monitor the
situation to see if sand supply conditions change.

Parks and x<ecreation Department
Ocean Shores Program

84505 Highway 101 S
Florence, OR 97439

(541) 997-5755
FAX (541) 997-4425

Nature

HISTORY

Discovery
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CITY: %S^le>#^ STATE: Q£

0 NO FURTHER ACTION

DAM DPM RETURN CALL; a

NAME CONFIRMED: Q
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NOTES:

SS# AND/OR CLAIM#; DOB:

HAS CALLER CONTACTED THIS OFFICE BEFORE: No Phone Ltr Fax E-mail
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MESSAGE
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Governor's Cittoen Contact Shaat S:\citrep\croedmin\phone8\phone3.mdb 8/9/2006



Request for Repair of Shoreline Protective Structure

Date: May 31, 2007

1. Name ofContractor: Bret Smith (Mohler Sand &Gravel)

Address: 36435 Highway 101 North

Phone: (5Q3> 368-5157
2. Mams nf Property Owner: Sue Niemi (Shorewood RV Park)_

17600 Ocean BlvdAddress;

(503) 355-2278
Phone: v '

3. Map and T$x Lot Numbers of Properly: T 1N R_J 0W. .Section _Z_Subseclton
Tavlfli2301, 2400, 2500, 2600

4. Permil fr's of Original Project; OPRD #: DA^ - DSL #: SP-16876

5. Describe damage to structure; , , . . ,, ,,, ,A
Riprap base at beach end has been washed away causing landward boulders to
slough down in the seaward direction^

6. w hen d id the darnage occu r?
Throughout the months of April & May 2007

Four (4) to live (5) foot-size boulders will be placed by excavator to be supplied by
contractor to effect placement ot maleTTaTwnere wasnoui ana slumping areas occur
in the northern half of the existing rock berm. Ihe height ot the rock wall will be
restored to four (4) feet above existing ground .level. —

e. Will additional material be hauled in? X Yes J No tf yes, how much material Is
needed? 300 cubic yards to start, then reassessment



REQUESTS FOR FEPAIR WORK VUST INCLUDE A SITE PLAKAND CROSS SECTION DRAWING OF THE PROFOSED
WORK. THESF DRAWINGSWILLBE COMPAREDWIT HTHE ORIGINAL PERMIT .APPROVAL. TO VER.FY THAT THE
REFAIR WORKWILL CONFORM TOTHE DIMENSIONS OF TilEORIGINAL PROJECT. iF NECESSARY, APERMrj FOR
ECUPMENT ACCESS ON THE DEACH SHALLBE SUBMITTED Al ONG WITH THIS INFORMATION.

iNCASES WHEfiE THE ORIGINAL WORKWAS CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO :867. OR WHERF A PbHMlT WAS NOT
REQUIRED. APPLICANTS MAY NEED TO SUBMrT PHOTOS OR OTHER EVIDENCE OF ThE ORIGINAL S fRUCTURE.

THE INFORMATION ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE SHALL BE COMPLETED SEPARATELY FOR EACH TAX LOT.

Ieerilythat Iam familiar w\h theinta/maiioncorcahEd n 1ho repair appicstan. and,to ihcum1 ofmykrwiwiEdgs andbaiief.
1hi& information is truj. complete, and accurate. I tLfther nerttfy lfts.i f possess thG aL-t.hccity :o undertake Ihc prcpo3e<]
ftCtvrlcy. I underaterK! tla.1 Ihogranting ofdft&r ptsr/nte by local, county. Stole Or Jeder?l sge-ncies dges nol release me frcrr
;t» requi'enent ofobtaining ite pftrA^its requestee bulur© oomrncncifij: rhr? project. Jurwier&tand tlteil lucgl permits msy be
required bsVc the state Huthorteiiban is issied.

VP <PC\ "^^vv" 5/31/07
Frances P. (Sue) Niemi l J

PfOP&T)' Owner or AuthorizedAgEnt Dale

OREGON REVJSED STATUTE 390.650 ALLOWS REPAIRS TO EE EXEMPT FRQr.v THE NORMALLY REQU'RED
PERMH* PFOCESS WHEN T| IE FOLLOWING IS MET:

URS 390.$6C'(5): An app.lestioi for a naw Ocear Shoie In p.'c-verriBnl Purm'tt) is not required for ih<* repair, rcpbcamanl
or restoration, nthe sfWifc bcsJior, ofan authorized improvefunlariiFiprovcnienr RxislinQ Orl c before May 7. "i-967, r IhE
rcooir. rapiar.ement or restoration Is commenced with nthroe yeflr'5 aftur !h& damago to ur dp.sjructioi cf the irriproveViEnt
uEinn, repalrsc*. replaced cr roste'Kri nrctirs.

To be completed by OPRD:

Repair Projeci is $£ is not \ • exempt from the Ocenn Shore Imp rove men! Permit requiromerv.
of ORS 390.640.

Spec iaJConditions Required:

Aulhonzcd by:

6 -7-of
Ccastal Land UseCowd'nalorar Oesigrtee I>at^
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Tony Stein -Shorewood Travel Trailer Village Page 1

From: "VAUGHAN Joy" <Joy.Vaughan@state.or.us>
To: "STEIN Tony" <Tony.Stein@state.or.us>
Date: 10/22/07 8:42AM
Subject: Shorewood Travel Trailer Village

Hi Tony,

Thanks for the clarification regarding the Shorewood Travel Trailer
Village in Rockaway Beach. Since this is Parks jurisdiction, I am
forwarding this email to you. If you need anything from DSL, let me
know.

See you on Friday!

Joy

From: STAFFORD Lorna

Sent: Friday, October 19, 2007 2:22 PM
To: SOLLIDAY Louise

Cc: MOYNAHAN Kevin; MORALES Michael; VAUGHAN Joy
Subject: Rep. Boone

Debbie called saying she got a call from Rep. Clem's office who received
a call from a Mr. Chuck Barrett (ph: 503-362-6512). He owns property in
Rockaway and called with a complaint that the Shorewood Travel Trailer
Village has exceeded their 750cy rock "thing" (assuming its riprap or
something). She would like a call back to find out ifwe have been out
there or what the story is on this. She said that Jeff Farm with Parks
has been dealing with the issue.

Debbie's cell phone is 503-717-2931.

Lorna M. Stafford

Assistant to the Director & Land Board Secretary
Oregon Department of State Lands
775 Summer St. NE, Suite 100
Salem OR 97301-1279
Phone: 503-986-5224

Fax: 503-378-4844

www.oregonstatelands.us

CC: "MOYNAHAN Kevin" <Kevin.Moynahan@state.or.us>, "MORALES Michael"
<Michael.Morales@state.or.us>
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FROM : CAROLYN BURRIS FPX NO. : 5033502732 Apr. 25 200? 0B: 13AM PI
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3 Rtepe„dTa*l*N^of«W.TjR_RJ<^^

4. PwmfttfBOfOrtalnalProjecfcOPRDttBA- DSLff:5>r

1. Nama of Contractor:, 1 ^II —

•„, ^t-^** rivv tp< "«*** :

Address:. ITT^ f>eW ftli/O. .
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8. WtendwmedamagaoccMr? ^ H^nKUl^l,^^
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^aUESTSFORREPAtRWOWMUSTlNCLUQEASlTEPLANAM
WORK. THESE DRAWINGS WILL BE COMPARED WITH THE ORIGINAL PERMIT APPROVAL. TO VERIFY THAT THE
REPAIRWORK ^CONFORM TO THE DIMENSIONS OF THE ORIGINAL PROJECT. IF NECESSARY. APERM* FOR
EQUIPMENT ACCESS ON THE BEACH SHALL BE SUBMITTED ALONG WITH THIS INFORMATION.

IN CASES WHERE THE ORIGINAL WORK WAS CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO 1967. OR WHERE APERMIT WAS NOT
REQUIRED. APPLICANTS MAY NEED TO SUBMIT PHOTOS OR OTHER EVIDENCE OF THE ORIGINAL STRUCTURE.

THE INFORMATION ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE SHALL BE COMPLETED SEPARATELY FOR EACH TAX LOT.

Icertify that Iam familiar with the information contained In the repair application, and, to the beet of my knowledge and belief,
•his information id true, complete, and accurate. I further certify that I possess the authority to undertake the proposed
activities. Iunderstand thatthegranting ofct*er permits by local, county, state orfederal agencies doesnot release me from
the requirement ofobtaining the permits requested before commencing theproject. ' understand thatlocal permits may be
required before the state authorization is Issued.

££)- ^** p.. . v\ *ft^rt ^ ^,%^if «••;.,x
Property Owner or Authorized Agent Date

OREGON REVISED STATUTE 380.650 ALLOWS REPAIRS TOBE EXEMPT FROM THE NORMALLY REQUIRED
PERMIT PROCESS WHEN THE FOLLOWING IS MET:

ORS 390.650(5): An application for a new Ocean Shore improvement Permit) is notrequired for the repair, replacement
or restoration, in the same location, of an authorized Improvement or improvement existing on or before May 1.1867, ifthe
repair, replacement or restoration iscommenced within three years after the damage toordestruction oftheimprovement
being repaired, replaced or restored occurs. ,..„.„-,_ *.

To be completed t>yOPRC£

Repair Project is.^ isnot C exempt from the Ocean Shore Improvement Permit requirement
of ORS 390.640.

Special Conditions Required: ^ , _ __ _ iC, .

/3g^-£ac/S7W^ Sjo^Asr,^), US -7* /ort Co fat, fit- f/t^ />isy .

&*- *&<o&^> -7* ~r/s&~ Z-T/tLSZms^Z' _____ _

Authorised by:

Coastal LandUse Coordinatoror Designee Date
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